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Already underway is the transformation of St John’s Cafe which 

for some years has served as a drop-in centre five mornings a 

week, serving coffee and lunch at a modest cost for anyone living 

on a restricted income. The new Spire Centre, in conjunction 

with Sussex Oakleaf and a professional care worker, will be 

offering a specialist service for people with mental health 

problems and their families. An important component will be a 

six-week course, four times a year on mental health problems 

and how to handle them for clients following a breakdown, with 

practical caring and support to restore confidence, help clients 

to re-build their lives, and to find work, possibly voluntary and 

maybe starting in the Cafe. ‘We want to help them not only to 

cope with life as it is’, says Father Kevin, ‘but to achieve a fresh 

start and get back on course.

Other ideas and possibilities are in the pipeline and wide ranging 

discussions with a number of potential partners appear to be 

bearing fruit. 

Closer involvement with Sussex Credit Union is one, with a 

programme of talks in the Cafe on debt, loans, credit, making 

ends meet and efficient use of available resources. Mid-

Sussex Wellbeing Services is another, developing one arm of a 

programme focused on life-style, healthy living and good eating 

aimed at the elderly but also with an eye on vulnerable families, 

including alcoholics, substance users and their partners, and 

mothers suffering from post-natal depression, possibly leading 

to establishing a creche. 

Alongside, and in collaboration with the NHS Expert Patient 

Programme, they plan to help older people with chronic illnesses 

to tackle the problems and to take control of their illness as the 

first step towards taking control of their life.

One of the crucial needs in Burgess Hill is a Food Bank and as 

soon as they can  secure funding they plan to go ahead jointly 

with other local churches, possibly under the broad umbrella of 

CT Burgess Hill.     

When asked about the chances of achieving all this Father Kevin 

said they are not seeking to do all these things solo nor all at 

once, though most of these ideas are already under discussion, 

but he does not see the role of the church as having to provide 

all these services. ‘The day of the enthusiastic amateur,’ he 

says, ‘has gone’. The key for the future, as he sees it, is to work 

with partners able to offer specialist services and demonstrate 

professional expertise. 

The church’s contribution is to enable it to happen, with the Cafe 

as the meeting place, where all are welcome and where nobody 

who enters need feel embarrassed or anxious lest the meeting 

place sends out a message to any who see them that they are 

‘problem people’ seeking counselling or cure. None of us is 

entirely ‘whole’ and we all have a ministry to give and to receive. 

A NEW SPIRE 
FOR BURGESS HILL

This year St John’s Church in Burgess Hill celebrates its 

150th Anniversary? But how? Not with a splash — no big 

party, cruise, safari or hint of self-indulgence. Not even 

a vast refurbishment and definitely not a fund-raising drive 

for building maintenance. Instead Father Kevin O’Brien, his 

small team of two non-stipendiary priests and a dedicated 

congregation have come up with a new idea for the future. 

They are to extend their service to the community in conjunction 

with as many local professionals and partner organisations as 

they can handle. The church will remain firm at the heart but 

its premises and its programme are to become a Centre at the 

heart of the wider Community — the Spire Centre.
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Ian 
 says . . .

Ian Chisnall 
Mission and Unity Co-ordinator

tax justice & hunger               tax justice & hunger               tax justice & hunger

Eastbourne MEP backs  
Robin Hood Tax

When the Tax Bus stopped in Eastbourne local 

MEP Stephen Lloyd addressed a public meeting 

in which he declared himself in favour of the so-called 

‘Robin Hood Tax’ which levies a 0.01% charge on every 

transaction made by an investment banker, even though 

the UK was one of the main countries digging in its heels 

over this. He also said the most effective way to address 

tax avoidance was a property tax on the grounds that 

bricks and mortar are hard to hide.

Despite detecting a sea change in attitudes toward tax 

avoidance, with people less likely to condone it than 

formerly, he thought it still crucial for people, institutions 

and organisation to speak up more about trade and tax 

injustice and was critical of mass market newspapers 

which rubbished attempts to tax the rich, adding that 

for every single letter he gets pressing the government 

to keep to the Millennium Goals on global justice, he 

gets a hundred urging the Government to scrap their 

commitment.

There is still a job to be done

We are finalising this edition of Together 
in the same week that the Government 
has debated and voted on the ‘Marriage 

(Same Sex Couples) Bill’. There have been some 
moving statements by people on both sides of 
the debate within and outside Parliament. There 
have also been some incredibly insensitive and 
critical statements by people on both sides and 
the Church has been ‘represented’ by many 
people, some of whom have spoken movingly 
and others hurtfully, on both sides of a difficult 
issue. 

The need to resolve such a matter will not end 
with this week’s vote, and I suspect that the 
debates will continue for some time to come. In 
the meantime a matter that many of us feel is 
central to our faith or tradition is being treated 
as something of a political football.

Isaiah 58 has some challenging words which 
suggest that the role of God’s people is to allow 
all that we are to be subsumed in service to 
those around us, and if we do that, somehow we 
will become all that he intends for us. It says, ‘If 
you do away with the yoke of oppression, with 
the pointing finger and malicious talk, and if you 
spend yourselves on behalf of the hungry and 
satisfy the needs of the oppressed, then your 
light will rise in the darkness, and your night will 
become like the noonday’ (vv 9-10). 

In a newsletter like this we cannot bring any 
solutions to the debate on marriage but we can 
bring to you stories of how God’s people are 
spending themselves on behalf of the poor and 
hungry and, as Jesus pointed out to Judas, there 
will always be poor people in need of help.  

Isaiah is one of the prophetic books in the Old 
Testament and we as God’s people are also 
called to be prophetic in our words and actions. 
It doesn’t take much insight to foretell that this 
year will be a difficult one for many people in 
Sussex. With promised cuts to benefits and 
a constrained economy, even those who are 
not recipients of state financial support will be 
impacted. People on low incomes spend all 
or most of their income in local businesses or 
organisations.

Whilst poverty and oppression can be interpreted 
as relative, it is almost certain that someone in 
your church, family or street will feel the effects 
of the economic challenge or the marriage 
debate, and some by both. Our response to 
them and to the unknown sufferers around us 
will determine whether our light rises and we 
live in daylight or not. 

My hope is that some of our stories will inspire 
our readers to press on or provoke others to find 
new responses to the need around them, and by 
all means write and tell us what you think and 
what you have done. 

A few months ago I hoped I could pen this editorial 
as your new Police and Crime Commissioner. 
Sadly for me that is not the case, although I am 
so humbled to have received 38,930 votes in 
the November election. If you were one of that 
number, thank you for your confidence. Although 
I did not achieve my objective I know that my 
response to Isaiah 58, like yours, can lead to 
my light rising in the darkness each day this 
week and next.

Read All Our Stories 
and

WHEN YOU PRAY
Be  sure  you  act   

on  the  message,  

and do not merely listen  

and so deceive yourselves. 

(James 1: 22)

REMEMBER
CLIMATE CHANGE WEEK

March 4-10, 2013
A national campaign — with support from all parts of society — to inspire a new 

wave of action with a concentrated week of activities and events, highlighting 

real examples to show how the practical solutions to climate change are being 

developed in every sector of society.
Further information from http://www.climateweek.com.

The first step has to be education, promotion and publicity 

and the sort that touches the heart more than the head. Not 

statistics unless they take us immediately to the people behind 

the statistics. 

For example, one in eight people in the world goes to bed hungry 

every night, but the problem is not shortage of food. Our planet 

produces enough food for everyone to have enough, and maybe 

even some to spare. Christian Aid and all the other agencies 

working on this Campaign know this only too well. They also 

know it is preventable but cannot be achieved by aid alone. 

That is why they have launched the IF Campaign to get the 

message across to world  leaders that if they were to take strong 

united action to tackle the structural causes of hunger, there 

would be enough to meet the needs of all 870 million of us. 

Under the banner of ENOUGH FOOD FOR EVERYONE, the 

IF Campaign tackles four issues.

Tax

We reported last time on Tax Justice and the journey of the Tax 

Bus through Sussex, an issue that is not likely to go away in the 

foreseeable future nor should other equally important aspects 

of tackling hunger detract from that fight. But we cannot do 

everything and most of us can do one thing but not another. 

Other issues therefore may be more appealing to some.

Basic Aid

Some basic aid responds to endemic poblems, some to natural 

disaster. For more than half-a-century it has been the bread and 

butter of many agencies and in some ways one of the more 

obvious and appealing. The need continues.

Land
A third, not perhaps so easy to appreciate but none the less 

important for that, is the need to stop poor farmers being turned 

off their land, and Christian Aid and many other agencies work 

in this area too.

Honesty and Transparency
Possibly the most threatening for us and therefore the most 

difficult to achieve is to force governments and big corporations 

to be more honest and transparent about their actions.

In a word, the IF Campaign and the chances of any success  

depends on a willingness and a determination on the part 

of everyone of us to speak out, even if only to our next door 

neighbour.

 We have to get world leaders not only to listen but to hear, and 

hearing to act, and on this topic it is impossible to have too many 

voices or to command their attention too often. Every individual 

church and every individual member could do something. 

When? In March, when we see the Budget where both aid and 

tax will be on the agenda; in June, when the British government 

chairs the G8 summit in Northern Ireland, and again before the 

G8 when David Cameron holds a Hunger Summit. All fantastic 

opportunities not to be missed.

How? By lobbying our MP about the campaign,  by organising an 

event at our church to raise awareness, with a speaker from one 

the aid agencies, and by moving from faith to action, beginning 

with five minutes a week to decide what to do and do it.
Further information from Holly Sabin, Sussex Coordinator for Christian 
Aid. (Tel 020-7523-2014. Email hsabin@christian-aid.org, or see www.
christianaid.org.uk/actnow).

After tracking all the way across Sussex on its 53-day tour 

of the UK to raise awareness of tax justice, pausing for a 

breakfast meeting in Chichester, an ecumenical service 

in Worthing and tea in Bognor Regis, it mustered thousands 

of Tick for Justice campaign actions subsequently delivered to 

David Cameron, calling on him to use his global leadership to 

end financial secrecy.

The Tax Justice Bus may have reached the end of its journey, 

but it also heralds the beginning of a new exciting campaign, 

led by Christian Aid, CAFOD, OXFAM, UNICEF, TEAR Fund  

and nearly 100 others for both tax justice and food security.
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Today we hear and read a lot about vulnerable families as if 

they were a category of family always in trouble. The reality 

is that in many cases they are families not all that different 

from the rest of us until one day something happens which, 

triggered by something in their personal make-up, physical, 

social or mental health, proves too much for them and they 

find themselves living on the edge. In the Chichester Diocesan 

Association for Family Support Work our team of Support 

Workers and volunteers offer help to families like this in their 

time of crisis and endeavour to give them the confidence to 

recover before they topple over. 

For a Family Support Worker no two days are ever the same but 

I see my job as ‘a caring eye’, ever watchful but never prying, 

and cultivating the art of hearing as more than listening. Few 

vulnerable families have one problem, few have exactly the 

same problems over a period of years and few go through tough 

spells all the time. At some point many need specialist support, 

(health, social, education or whatever) but in many cases what 

they need overall is a a friend and a lifeline and the skill is 

recognising both emotional and practical needs and 

how to combine the two. Here are a 

few examples.

A caring eye sees beyond the problem presented. I go into a 

house where there is a little boy, dad is physically disabled and 

unable to use his wheel chair because he can’t even get off the 

sofa. Mum has mental health problems to the point where she 

finds it difficult to run the home. At that point the problems are 

hardly insuperable. Just a few practical helps to put things 

right. But the house is filthy. There is food in packs 

everywhere because mum has no shopping skills, 

buys more than they need and has nowhere to 

store it. This family simply cannot cope and has not been 

coping for some time. Sending in a well-meaning volunteer 

to show them what to do is not practical. My first job was 

to clean things up before I could send anybody in. It took 

time and effort but working alongside them established a 

relationship of trust and confidence. Much more had to be 

done. A volunteer had to be found, but as a result both mum 

and dad came to see what their problems were and how they could be 

handled. Eventually they split up temporarily and the little boy went to a 

relative. It was the first positive step but it enabled them at least to see 

what they had to do to sort things out. Given time one hoped that they 

would soon get back together but on a different footing, and they have.

A CARING EYE
Elaine Waight describes how she ministers  

daily to Families Living on the Edge

Elaine Waight is a Support Worker with Chichester Diocesan Association for Family Support Work 
to whom we are indebted for the illustrations on this page.

Basic everyday domestic affairs can be a problem for many families for whom life is not straightforward or where sudden crisis 

strikes a happy and well-organised household. Wise shopping, healthy food, home cooking and the like become especially important 

and increasingly difficult to maintain. Daily support may not be practical and long-term care can take a very long time, but families 

like this can often be helped by a weekend break, Friday night to Sunday at Knowles Tooth, our Residential Centre which provides an 

ideal service for short breaks. Forty-eight hours with three or four other families can give all the benefits of a weekend break often taken 

by people in more comfortable circumstances. I or one of my colleagues would go with them. We relax, play outdoors in summer and 

enjoy indoor pastimes in winter. We avoid prepared meals and fast-food; instead we cook (not for them but with them), talk shopping and 

budgeting, and see them develop basic skills as much from one another as from us and by the time they leave they are less lonely and 

not nearly as isolated as they thought they were.

A caring eye can relieve anxiety and ease depression. A man 

with a full time job suffered an injury at work and was signed 

off for six months. He and his wife struggled to survive from 

one week to the next. Some problems were emotional, some 

practical, and some entirely beyond their control. Benefit 

payments often didn’t arrive on time and at one point actually 

stopped as responsibility moved from one agency 

to another, leaving them with no income at all, not 

even for the mortgage.  As weeks passed they drew in on 

themselves and with the threat of repossession the first signs 

of depression began to appear. They needed a life-line.

A caring eye can respond to health problems. A mum with 

epilepsy and three children with a variety of health problems, 

or a family where one member suffers regular bouts of 

violence or abuse. Another may have diverse problems which 

don’t fit any particular health category and either finishes up 

with conflicting advice or falls between all the stools. Many agencies 

will ‘signpost’ families to where help is available but often ‘signposting’ 

is not enough. They need someone to explore the possibilities and 

maybe make the arrangements, followed by regular contact lest things 

slip backwards: again, that eye that is ‘caring’ but not intrusive.

A caring eye gives real 

but unobtrusive confidence 

and empowerment. Many people assume 

all our clients are on benefit, but not at all. Much of my 

time is spent with people not on benefits but on low incomes. 

Problems often arise balancing limited budgets between food, 

electricity, petrol and mortgage while struggling to care for a 

family and hold down a job, yet these issues are barely catered 

for at all and where they are the unintended consequences of 

other decisions may receive scant attention or publicity. One 

client lost her husband in tragic circumstances in his early 

thirties, leaving her with two young children. She owns her own 

house and has a low mortgage but gets no help with school 

dinners because she has a small income from her job. Her job 

requires her to travel and petrol costs are refunded, but only a 

month later. Her problem is cash flow and my first job is very 

practical. Food parcels, toys for children at Christmas. Helping 

her to locate and apply to other charities which may be able to 

help, but above all keeping in touch, giving her confidence and 

walking alongside her until she can re-establish her life and 

stand on her own two feet, which she surely will. 

The secret of a successful caring eye is knowing when to act 

and when to listen, when to stop, when to step back, when to 

call in others and how best to respond to a cry for help. Mostly 

we simply try to walk alongside and be there.

Our Volunteers are crucial to our work and finding, vetting and training them is not easy. One volunteer recently found herself 

befriending a couple with young children from two problem families. The root problem was either that due to their own experience 

of growing up in a family neither of them had any clear understanding of what a family was meant to be or could be, or because 

they did have clear ideas but different and neither could adjust to the other. One obvious symptom was a house in a mess. The other was 

a problem of neglect. A few fairly straightforward practical things were needed and soon put in place, but the most rewarding bit of the 

operation was the changed relationships between the two of them and the increasing confidence they gradually acquired, evidenced by a 

man who to begin with was either too big or lazy to get out of a chair and who finished up playing games with the kids in the playground.

A recent development is the introduction of Play-workers and volunteers are needed to help. Autistic children often have difficulty socialising 

and engaging in joint exercises and team games, and their parents are embarrassed when they try to go bowling (or indeed do anything} 

and a child suddenly screams the roof off and will not be pacified. Volunteers with some experience or a natural temperament to deal with 

such situations can get alongside the child, establish a relationship and here too give confidence to a struggling mum or dad. 

Volunteers to help with outings and parties (birthday or Christmas) can also be useful. Funding from a charity enables us from time to 

time to take a family or two for an outing to a local farm enabling the whole family to have a totally different experience.    

OUR VOLUNTEERS        

KNOWLES TOOTH        

vulnerable families               vulnerable families               vulnerable families vulnerable families               vulnerable families               vulnerable families
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ENGLAND’S CHURCHES CONFER AT SWANWICK
Every three years since the demise of the BCC (British Council of Churches) in 1987 its successor, 
Churches Together in England (not Britain) have met in Forum. In October 2012, 270 representatives, 
lay and clerical, from 37 member churches and county bodies all over England met for 48 hours. 
No longer a Council of Churches but a collection of individuals. Three Sussex representatives who 

attended share their views. 

Canon Richard Orchard, of Rye, looks back . . . and forward 

Commemorating the events of 1987 (also in Swanwick), CTE General Secretary David 

Cormack, said ‘25 years ago the Holy Spirit blew through this place, and the British Church 

changed‘. On that occasion Cardinal Hume said, ‘Christian Unity is a gift from God and 

in the last few days I have felt he has given us this gift in abundance . . . the moment had 

come . . . to move deliberately from cooperation to commitment.’ ‘A sea change happened,’ 

said Cormack, ‘and the Cardinal shifted ecumenism into a different dimension’. 

So what has happened since? Scant progress perhaps at a national level. Britain has became 

more secular and more religious and British churches may be experiencing both decline and 

growth but we have failed to celebrate how friendship has displaced enmity, and competition 

given way to fellowship. Unity may not be growing upwards, but sideways and downwards 

it is, with the inclusion of Pentecostal and independent churches, local partnerships and 

a wider engagement together in social action with street pastors, food banks and money 

management advice.

Pauline Webber on how the Forum explored ‘What Love requires of Us’

That was the theme for the Forum and Swanwick provided an ideal opportunity to try it out as we 

were challenged to think about, pray about and discuss that searching question. The Conference 

text,1 Corinthians 12-13, was grounded in scripture, embedded in worship and unpacked by 

Judith Lieu, Lady Margaret Hall Professor of Divinity at Cambridge University. 

The idea of ‘unity as a gift already given but still to be received’ was a recurring refrain, calling us to 

reflect on how institutional churches can demonstrate self-sacrificial love in the cause of unity. Could 

we think of our individual churches as  bounded by permeable membranes rather than hard edges, 

affirming the treasures we see in one another and learning from them. Learning, for example, how 

to engage with the Free and Pentecostal churches, or what the Free churches have to teach all of 

us about discerning gifts beyond ordained ministry.

For me, unity became recognising the likeness of Jesus in each other, summed up by one who said, 

‘If you can call Jesus, Lord, and I can call Jesus, Lord, then we are related at some level’. Love calls 

for generosity of spirit, listening to one another attentively and constantly, recognising that for all of us our allegiance is to Christ and 

no other, while retaining a fidelity to the vision of ecumenism, no matter what.

Caroline Pybus finds Hope in Meeting

There is no substitute for meeting. Meeting makes connections. Whatever we contribute 

multiplies in contact with similarly focused people, and to the pain of separation we have 

to add the pain of owning that our own tradition may have misconceptions, all the time 

remembering that love also needs wisdom, especially as the ecumenical rainbow is brighter 

now than it was in 1987 and the ecumenical circle larger and more vibrant. 

One imaginative image that will live with me is that of the Cloth, made up of many strands 

and compared with the seamless robe of Christ, too beautiful a work of art for the soldiers 

at the crucifixion to divide. Obvious and familiar though it may seem, we have to hang on, 

especially when things get difficult. Walking away from dialogue only perpetuates division.

We also have to be simple and practical. If our local churches have an established annual 

pattern of events, perhaps we could add something new. If any particular event is getting 

stale, might it be dropped?  A more inclusive approach to younger people also would help, 

specially if we can remember that they are living in a post-denominational era.

More of a sharing challenge is the profound way I felt touched by the people I met, an experience possible only when we engage 

together in the search for what love requires of us.

THE YELLOW LINES MAN
George Musgrave

1915-2012

If       you ever wondered who invented Yellow Lines, here he is  — or rather 

was. He died in December at the ripe old age of 97 in Eastbourne 

and the Musgrave Museum testifies to the breadth of his work and 

interest. So who was he? In the 1960s he was the minister of the 

Congregational Church in Georgetown and still preaching in Brighton in 

the 1990s, with a range of initiatives and achievements second to none.

George grew up in poverty as a result of his father’s 

death in World War 1 and soon demonstrated his athletic 

skills, being invited to join a squad of athletes training 

for the Olympics in the 1930s and training with Charlton 

Athletic in 1947.

That year he responded to 

a competition for new ideas 

to improve road safety and 

won with Yellow Lines. Other 

ideas he had were railings at 

dangerous corners and school 

exits, one-way traffic in narrow 

streets, speed-limits in town 

centres, refuges in wide, busy 

roads and dangerous areas 

and no parking within 20 yards of pedestrian crossings.

About the same time Britain was suffering from a 

shortage of metal due to the war effort. Everything, 

including children’s metal soldiers and decorations for 

wedding cakes had been melted down. George used his 

artistic sense and creativity to experiment with plastics and 

his miniatures and the mould that created them dominated 

the market worldwide for the next 40 years.

Painting was one of his pastimes 

and the Museum has 40 paintings 

depicting the life of Paul, the result 

of 30 years of research which took 

him 20 years to complete. 

Born of a strong desire to help 

individuals and serve the wider 

community, the Museum was set 

up and funded out of his own pocket 

and never charged admission, while 

he lived frugally on a state pension. 

Unfortunately not much is known of his ministerial and 

pastoral skills, though we know he had a strong sense of 

humour, cared for people, and certainly left us in no doubt 

as to his vocational commitment.

CAREWISE

In a booklet headed ‘Paying for non-residential care. 

Social care in your home or local community’, CareWise 

offers a veritable mine of information and advice on care 

funding. Besides a benefits and payments check list it offers 

information on available day care and community services, 

extra care housing schemes and support for carers. 

Anyone over 16 and living independently may be entitled 

to help with their personal budget. Available funds, how 

they are assessed and who can advise on the issue is 

clearly stated, including the costs for which a client will 

be liable and how this will be affected by a short stay in a 

residential or nursing home. There is an annual review of 

payments, a right to appeal and an assurance of privacy 

and confidentiality, as well as information for carers.
Further information from www.westsussex.gov.uk. Tel 01243-642555.

HOME FROM HOSPITAL

West Sussex CC website has a short film drawing 

attention to two schemes by reputable charities for 

people coming home from hospital and facing a difficult 

situation with not too many people around to help. 

British Red Cross ‘Home from Hospital’ helps people 

who live on their own during the first few weeks after being 

discharged from hospital. It highlights the support provided 

by volunteers, ranging from simple housework through to 

shopping and companionship.

AgeUK West Sussex runs a ‘Good Neighbours’ scheme 

shows how support is given to people who become socially 

isolated but who need short term help and advice so that 

they can continue to live independently. 
For further information see www.westsussex.gov.uk  and follow the 
link to West Sussex Videos.

TWO SOURCES OF HELP  
FOR PEOPLE LIVING ALONE

If you, a member of your family, or any friends or neighours in West Sussex live alone,  

or if you care for someone who does, then a couple of West Sussex CC  

Social Care programmes may be may be of interest to you.
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Liz, thank you for talking to us. How did all this begin?

It all began when I heard that All Saints hospital, which provided 

in-patient slow-stream rehabilitation care for Eastbourne 

residents who had suffered a stroke, was being closed. I wrote to 

the local paper and our local MP, and had my first TV interview. 

I then went to a meeting to find out what services would replace 

it, only to hear that downgrading the Maternity unit at Eastbourne 

DGH was also on the agenda.

Did you see it as a way of getting into 

public life? 

Not at all. I simply spoke to our local MP, 

shared my thoughts with three or four 

others equally concerned and the next 

thing I knew I had got myself a cheap 

software package and was building a 

website. At first the local MP took the 

Chair but after a couple of meetings, it 

suddenly dropped into my lap. I was a bit 

overwhelmed to find myself where I was 

and even today when I look back I can 

hardly believe it.

So how did it work out?

Our first job was to identify and contact key people —  the local 

bishop, the leader of Churches Together in Eastbourne, council 

and business leaders and the leaders of all the local political 

parties — and to my astonishment I found an incredible sense 

of unity despite opposing political views. It really was a miracle.

So what was the reaction of your family and friends? 

Very supportive. Most them were delighted that somebody 

was doing something, and nearly all the hundred stewards on 

that first march were from my family and the local churches. I 

think all the able-bodied adults in my church either stewarded 

or marched and as the marches grew and I found myself at 

the heart of a wide variety of people, many of them with a very 

different life-style from mine, I came across very few  who were 

anything but positive.

But there must have been some problems. 

There were and the biggest problem without doubt was the NHS 

management. To describe them as less than helpful would be 

an understatement. Some have been extremely unpleasant 

and portrayed both me and the whole Campaign Group in a 

very unfair and misleading way.  From the start they saw us as 

the enemy when all we were trying to do was keep essential 

emergency services in our local hospital.

What effect has that had on you and your colleagues?

In sharp contrast to the NHS management, politicians, on the 

other hand, from whom we might have expected a rough ride, 

have been much more helpful and cooperative than we might 

have expected.  What is really tough and disheartening is that in 

the 21st century we have to fight to protect essential emergency 

services in a town as big as Eastbourne.  

What has it meant for you? 

A massive amount of time, and much 

patience and understanding from my 

family who have been fantastic and I 

couldn’t have coped without their support. 

I had no idea how many local Council, 

NHS and health-related meetings I would 

have to attend or whose activities I needed 

to keep in touch with. Some weeks there 

would be one every day and not all local, 

though mostly in Sussex or the South 

East.

What have you learned as a result?  

Newspaper deadlines — make sure you send 

articles at the right time for the right publication. 

NHS Board meetings tend to over-run and can play havoc with 

your parking arrangements. And if you are concerned about 

NHS services being cut get in quick as soon as it’s mentioned.

Has it done anything to you as a person? 

Yes — I am even more passionate about certain things. If you 

ever have a feeling in the pit of your stomach that something 

needs to be fought for, then go for it. I would like to feel that 

I have grown in maturity but I find it very difficult not to let my 

anger take over when I see how money plays such an important 

part in decisions, and even more angry when organisations 

don’t admit it. There are also a number of things about which it 

is difficult not to be cynical.

Any regrets? 

No. Along with thousands of local people we saved our local 

Maternity Unit from being downgraded and every time I hear 

of a baby born by emergency caesarean section at our local 

hospital I know the fight was worth it. Can I see myself ever doing 

it again? Probably yes. Anyway, it’s not over yet.  We are still 

fighting. Essential emergency services must be kept. We know 

the NHS is changing and we recognise the need for specialist 

centres but not at the expense of basic emergency services for 

the whole population.  

THE COST OF CAMPAIGNING
With little experience of public life and no flair for campaigning, Liz Walke, a member of Langney Community Church, 

 Eastbourne, suddenly and unexpectedly found herself leading a Campaign to save the District General Hospital.  

We asked her to share her experience.

Liz Walke (left) with Nigel Waterson MP  
and Margaret Williams, Chair of the 
Hands Off the Conquest Campaign.
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